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6DNA Activation requires 144 subharmonic DNA awakening. 
 
 
Our NORMAL DNA template (the one that existed before Seals and pins and rods were 
placed in our bodies to place them into dormancy) is made of 12 sets of two strands or 
12 double helix strands. Each strand contains 12 fire letters that are intended to 
chemically translate into 12 larger chromosones per strand template for a total of 144 
chromosones. Basically, what scientist have called junk DNA is just sleeping, and will be 
woken by the interdimensional frequency activations such as the photon belt, the 
starbursts, the scalar wave patterns. 
 
Please note that the 12 DNA is subharmonic, meaning it is etheric, invisible. It lives 
within the omnions and microtubules of the DNA. Our bodies are much more than the 
physical temple. We have an etheric body within this one, and a light body and crystal 
body around us and within our merkaba bodies that are universal and cosmic. Once we 
learn to consciously live within these merkaba bodies and learn to raise the frequencies 
of the physical into the light frequencies, the body will become orb ready. 
 
The presubstance of our bodies is the crystal light, crystal gel and crystal dust that the 
Elohim angels taught me create through my etheric body and exhale through my breath 
into my palms. It is presubstance idea of liquid hydrogel. It is called hydros. It is the first 
radiation substance coming from the hydrogelesaic hydro crystals or the crystal gel. This 
is the substance that we can breathe into manifestation. This is how creation has always 
been in the Normal Reality. This Idea that is created from crystal light passes through 
the liquid hydrogen gel pre substance state of the idea and then translates into the 
manifest substance of frozen liquid crystal light dust. This is the primordial waters 
Thought. It is the presound or acoustic template that translates the thought into the 
frequency signature or infra sound hydro acoustic template. The manifestation is born 
from the light and sound that is breathed into form. 
OUR NORMAL DNA 
 
Each of the twelve chromosones  characteristic to each strand of 12 strand angelic 
human chemical DNA is built upon a genetic alphabet of 12 nuclear tied base chemicals. 
Each of the 12 chromosones per strand are formed by one primary DNA template grand 
fire letter. The chemical translation of the natural chromosone is formed through the 
energetic relationships between the magnetic particle base code, the one electrical anti 



particle excelleration code and the 12 minute vector codes that form the structure of one 
keylon in the DNA fire letter in the DNA template. Each of the 12 DNA strand templates 
holds a set of 12 keylons, a set of 12 base acceleration code pairs an a set of 144 vector 
codes. The 12 magnetic base codes in each strand NORMALLY emerge from the 
mother line and the 12 electric codes emerge from the fathers genertic imprint. 
 
The base code acceleration pair that forms one keylon in the DNA template through 
which one natural chromosone will emerge forms the two sugar phosphate molecule 
groups that translate into the two heli of the chemical DNA ladder. 
 
OUR DORMANT DNA 
 
12 DNA is dormant  and its potential has been held within the vector codes until the 
DNA encounters specific types of interdimensional frequency spectra such as that 
contained in star gates. Interface with higher dimensional frequencies causes the electro 
magnetic polarity in certain vector codes to naturally reverse, causing the vector code 
blue prints to merge at which time the turnstile DNA sequence is turned on in chemical 
validity. 
 
 
If you would like to have one of these Light and Sound wave files created for your 
personal DNA activation needs, you may purchase the INDIVIDUALIZED ETERNAL 
LIFE ALBUM at 
http://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGAR_LIVE&page=Indiv_Immort_Albu
m&lang=en 
 or read more at: 
http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/page/love 
 
You will definitely want to begin with the Ascension Kit, Parallel Universe, Dolphin Baby 
and Parallel Universe to catch up on all of the Star Gate Alignments that we have gone 
through during the past twelve years. 
 
 
Next the infra sound frozen liquid vapour hydro acoustic templates and the core seed 
crystals combine and expand outward to become the hydro acoustic infra sound creation 
bubble in which the Spirit, the Light and Atomic Bodies will grow. This is the creation 
embryo. 
 
THE REAL DNA 
 
If you would like to know the scientific and quantum physics reality of what our DNA will 
look like, and how the transformation from our present two or three strands will transform 
into 12 DNA, the following is available for you to absorb for now, and understand after 
your 12 DNA has been activated to the level where you can actually understand what 
has happened to you. It only seems right that you should be allowed to know what is 
about to happen to your body if you would like to know. 
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OUR NORMAL DNA 
 
Each of the twelve chromosones  characteristic to each strand of 12 strand angelic 
human chemical DNA is built upon a genetic alphabet of 12 nuclear tied base chemicals. 
Each of the 12 chromosones per strand are formed by one primary DNA template grand 
fire letter. The chemical translation of the natural chromosone is formed through the 
energetic relationships between the magnetic particle base code, the one electrical anti 
particle excelleration code and the 12 minute vector codes that form the structure of one 
keylon in the DNA fire letter in the DNA template. Each of the 12 DNA strand templates 
holds a set of 12 keylons, a set of 12 base acceleration code pairs an a set of 144 vector 
codes. The 12 magnetic base codes in each strand NORMALLY emerge from the 
mother line and the 12 electric codes emerge from the fathers genertic imprint. 
 
The base code acceleration pair that forms one keylon in the DNA template through 
which one natural chromosone will emerge forms the two sugar phosphate molecule 
groups that translate into the two heli of the chemical DNA ladder. 
 
OUR DORMANT DNA 
 
12 DNA is dormant  and its potential has been held within the vector codes until the 
DNA encounters specific types of interdimensional frequency spectra such as that 
contained in star gates. Interface with higher dimensional frequencies causes the electro 
magnetic polarity in certain vector codes to naturally reverse, causing the vector code 
blue prints to merge at which time the turnstile DNA sequence is turned on in chemical 
validity. 
 
TIME VECTOR CODES OF TRINITY WAVE 
 
We are being moved into a time wave that gives us the potential of three sets of 12 
DNA.  
This three fold process of time wave processing will provide three times the ability of 
activating bio frequency consciousness, flame thrust, expediated seed atom, merkaba 
and atomic spin rates. 
 
TRANSFORMING INTO 12 DNA BODIES 
 
The turnstile DNA sequences in each nuclear tied base pair of each gene within every 
chromosone allows for the particles and anti particles within the 12 vector codes in each 
keyon  to fuse. When the turnstile DNA sequence turns on in one group of 12 
corresponding nuclear tied base pairs the bae code, an acceleration code within the 
corresponding fire letters and keylon codes merge to form a minute micro merkaba field. 



As the micro merkaba field activates in the DNA template keylon through activation of 
the turnstile sequence, the turnstile sequence draws together infusion into the hydrogen 
bonds the 12 nuclear tide base pairs. Through the hydrogen bonds, the 12 hydrogen 
based pairs merge to form a new composit silica based compound known by emerald 
covenant races as bio chemical celestilline. Through the hydrogen bonds, the micro 
merkaba field activates in the DNA. 
 
MAGICAL CELLESTILINE (This word is not in the dictionary so I don't know how to spell 
it. All of this information is transcribed as I hear it, so many words may be mispelled or 
out of order. This is not a channeling. It is the information that is taught to us in the 
fourteenth dimension when we bi-locate.) 
According to everything that I do understand at this point in time, cellestiline is the 
etheric equivalent to hydrolaise. Hydrolaise is a 14th dimensional substance that is 
transforming our chemical structure from within. 
 
Cellestiline is a bio chemical transient silica based bio chemical that forms first within 
hydrogen bond pairs that link the nuclear tied bases of each Heli to form the Nuclear 
tield base pair ladder rungs that hold the wo super phosphate hali into the double helix 
configuration. 
 
Cellestiline is the chemical of atomic transmutation. It is the natural chemical product 
that forms in the chemical DNA through activation of the turnstile DNA sequences within 
the hydrogen bonds. when the particles and antiparticles in the DNA vector codes fuse 
to transform the acceleration code pair of each keylon into an electro magnetic merkaba 
field. Cellestilline turns on the intron DNA sequences (the junk DNA between active 
sequences) in individual genes allowing the intron sequences in the smallest gene to 
duplicate the exon sequenes in the next larger gene transmutting the smaller gene into a 
copy of the larger one. 
 
This process allows the 12 primary genes exon sequences and 12 corresponding intron 
sequences in a single natural chromosone to fuse into one long gene exon intron 
sequence that is the replica of the gene exon intron sequence of the next largest 
chromosone. 
 
If the DNA template is working properly once the first segment of turnstile DNA is 
activated ,the first set of corresponding nuclear tied base pairs fuse to form celestilline 
within the nuclear tide base pair hydrogen bonds, an incredibly rapid chain reaction 
occurs in the DNA template and chemical DNA in a nano second. 
 
CONTINUE AT: 
 
YOU MAY ONLY WANT TO KNOW THESE SPECIFICS IF YOU ARE A NANO 
SCIENTIST 
 
 
I transcribed this information from the Winds of Change DVD from Azurite Press. This 
was given by the Guardian Alliance. 



 
The gene extron intron sequences in chromosone one transmute and replicate those 
within chromosone 2 triggering chromosone 2 to initiate the same process in 
chromosone three, etc. Once the set of twelve natual chromosones corresponding to 
one DNA strand template fire a sufficient amount of cellestilline is built up in the 
chemical DNA to trigger the same process in the next DNA strand template. As each 
portion of the turnstille DNA activates in each chromosone in each DNA dtrand template 
and chemical DNA ladder triggered by the production of cellestilline from the 
chromosones of the strand before yet another type of yet un identified chemical DNA 
sequences called interface DNA sequences emerge. 
 
a sufficient amount of DNA is produced by the activation of the turnstille sequences in 
each gene and chromosone of the first three DNA strand template, new sequence sof 
chemical interface DNA sequences appear first between each chromosone. Cellestiline 
production continues and accelerates in the DNA adn cell nuclus. As the interface DNA 
sequences link teogether and merge the 12 natural chromosones from each of the first 
DNA strand templates .this forms what is called a bonded chromosone. 
 
A group of 12 specific full chromosones bonded together  through the activated 
interface DNA sequence to form one super chromosone in the bonded chromosone. AS 
the 12 previously separate chromosones from the previously separate pre DNA strands 
merge to form three coded chromosones, the second serves as an interface DNA 
sequences form between each of the three bonded chromosones. This begins the 
process of DNA strand braiding. In DNA strand braiding, the two heli of the chemical 
DNA sequences corresponding to double helix double strand template one. They de 
polaraize and merge into a transient, singular electrical antiparticle helix called the 
conjugant fountain. 
 
Conjugant refers to a passing of a chemical DNA sequence that emerges from one 
strand templae into braiding or bonding with a correcsponding DNA sequence emerging 
from a strand template that is next in sequence with the dimensional scale. The term 
phantom refers to the fact that in this process of strand braiding or strand conjugation, 
the DNA strand sequence being transformed appears to unravel in structure as it de 
polarizes to form a single antim particle heli. As the DNA sequence de polarizes and 
seemingly de manifests from its original position in DNA channel, it leaves behind a 
transiet or temporary imprint or phantom of its former structure within the chemical DNA 
sequence from which it was transformed.  
 
Once formed, the conjugant phantom single de polarized electical heli then electrically 
magnetically bonds to the  hydrogen bonds of the magnetic particle heli of the chenical 
DNA sequence corresponding to the strand two template.As the chemical DNA 
sequences corresponding to DNA strand template one and two bond in the same 
process is set in motion between dNA strand two and three.  
 
As the levels of cellestiline continue to increase a critical mass of cellestilline is 
manufactured within the hydrogen bonds to sufficiently transfer the blue print from the 
cell nuclei into the cells as chemical instructions for production of highly complex amino 



acid proteins. The new protein buidling blocks produce a variety of different chemical, 
horomonal cellestilline carriers. Through te hormone cellestilline carriers cellesitilline 
blue print, it is transferred into the blood stream and all chemical, hormonal systems of 
the brain and body. As the cellestilline blue print enters the blood and hormonal 
systems, a rapid succession of the bio chemical changes occur within the glands, 
organs, nervous system, brain and blood.  
 
Briefly, the cellestilline blue print causes chemical elemental interactions to occur within 
the nucleus of red blood cells and within certain fluid and hormonal secretions. The 
chemical, elemental interactions between specific body fluids and the cellestilline blue 
print in the body cells cause the temporary formations of minute blood CRYSTALS 
HORMONE CRYSTALS AND TRANSMUTATION and crystalization of portions of the 
bodies water molecules into a silica like, radioactive crystalline element called cellesma. 
Cellesmiac crystal is a transient, superliminal transharmonic element. The spin rate of 
cellesma atoms is faster than the speed of light, and making the substance superliminal, 
and it cannot be chemically split into simple substances which qualify it as an element. 
 
Cellesma forms only through the process of internal nuclear fusion between specific 
particles and anti particles pairs that form two separate three dimensional systems 
matter densities or harmonics of matter density. Thus the element cellesmia is trans 
harmonic. 
 
The element cellesmia is itself transient in that it breaks down the unstable sub 
atomic units shortly after its formation during the cellular transformation process, 
but it leaves behind a phantom residue after a biological form has completed its 
physical transformation out of density one. 
 
The formation of the minute blood homrone and cellesmia crystal within the body 
indicates that the quantity of cellestilline blue print transported by the chemical hormona 
cellestilline carriers has reached the critical mass within the body cells through the 
process of internal atomic fusion and molecular transmutation will commence. 
 
As the cellestilline blue print reaches critical mass through the blood and hormonal 
flumes and a critical mass of hormonal, blood and cellesma crystals form, the atomic 
structure of the body enters the phase of metamorphesis. 
 
The minute, interdimensional atomic structure of the chemical cellestilline is compossed 
of a set of complex, staggered, particle, anti particle subatomic units that are different 
phases of  a chemicals very short life resembles both waves and particles. 
 
In either phase, the subatomic units of which cellestilline is composed have spin rates 
faster than the sepeed of light, which makes the atomic structure of cellestilline 
superliminal. As cellestilline has an atomic structure hat moves faster than the speed of 
light, the chemical itself cannot be observed, by the present means of detection, but the 
effects of its existence upon the atomic structure can be chemically observed under the 
appropriate conditions. 
 



The positive and negative electric charges inherent to the protons, the usual behavior 
electrons and protons is altered changed upon interface with sufficient quantities of 
cellestilline. 
 
The neutrons in the cell nucleus, which usually bear no charge, take on a brief transient 
negative charge that corresponds to the sound wave spectrum of the dimension above 
that in which the interface is taking place. The fleeting negative neutron charge is 
stronger than the cumulative positive charge of the photons in the nucleus which causes 
the protons to reverse their charge and turn into electrons in the nucleus cell. 
 
This interaction in the cell nucleus cause the negatively charge cells outside the nucleus 
to reverse their charge to positive becoming protons which are drawn into the nucleus 
through the negative neutrons. As this occurs the cellestilline enters its brief super 
liminal particle phas causing the negative neutrons to reverse their own charge to 
positive. 
 
As these electrical interactions are occuring in an almost simultaneous order in each 
body cell, the protons and electrons of the cells merge and fuse in a very specific 
sequence wihin their corresponding anti particles as their own charge and own axis spin 
angle and rate spin speed reverses to duplicate that of their anti particles. When 
particles and anti particles fuse within each cell they do not anhihilate each other as 
would be the case without cellestilline presence and its fusion sequencing instructions 
that are set and directed by the superliminal cellestiline blue prints through te neutrons 
the particle anti particle packages electrically bind to the super liminal cellestiline 
particles . The super cellestiline particle sthen revert to wave phase transmuiting the 
particle anti particles package also into wave form. The cellestiline chemical creates a 
super liminal carrier wave known as the cellestilline wave or morphogenetic wave or the 
maharic wave with which the particle anti particle packages are suspended. 
 
Due to the cellestilline sequencing directives which allow the particle anti particle 
package in the nucleus to electrically bond, to the super liminal cellestiline particle the 
fused particles and anti particles temporarily enter density four. 
 
 
 All on Earth were given their potential to regain their 12 DNA subharmonic template (12 
code divine blueprint).That template was returned to the Sphere of Amenti, which is 
within the Earth's bioenergetic field. We will become more and more in tune with  that 
bioenergetic field each day until our 5DNA is activated for most and the 6DNA is 
activated in many of the starseeds born between 2017-2022. Those six avatar star 
children will pave the way for the rest of the population. 
 
How will this happen? 
 
 
Once our DNA is reactivated, our bodies will go through a very fast transition in a matter 
of a thousandth of a nano second. I have been going through this process. I would like 
to tell it from my personal experience. It is true that I seem to go into hybernization--but it 



is for a nano second at a time. So, I am awake, but I feel like I'm gone and then back 
and always asleep, but not. I can feel the acoushic flowing from the proper centers of the 
body beginning at the third chakra naval area back to the lower spine- cauksik, and then 
up the spine to the stem cell or medulla oblongata area between the  top of spine and 
lower skull and then inward to the thymus area and up to the pineal at the same time. 
My body shivers and shakes continuously through this process and my head is 
constantly shaking back and forth. ( I have passed several people on the streets that I 
see going through this same shaking process. I won't be surprised if there are soon 
entire companies of people with their heads shaking and dancing with shivers running 
up their spine.) This is the activation stage that we are going through at this time. 
 
There is a very logical quantum physics formula that has been set in pace. It is the exact 
process of bodily transmutation that leads to the ability to turn into light and orb into 
multidimensionality. One of the reasons that our body will be flashing on and off during 
the transformation itself is because we are multidimensional. Part of the transformation 
has to do with the alignment with the parallel selves and interdimensional selves. This 
consciousness transformation causes some confusion. Everytime we decide to do 
something, our parallel selves may be deciding to do something different or the exact 
opposite of what we are deciding to do. This might cause the desire to do mostly 
nothing. This happens to me about four hours of every day. 
 
Our bodies go into a deep sleep, like a hybernization. We have an internal change in 
chemistry at the omni level. This is so etheric and invisible that we can't visualize it with 
3D perception. I have added the entire quantum physics explanation of how the 
cellestiline is created in the body at the bottom of this articel. As the Cellestiline enters 
into our bodies as it is activated by the waves of starburst, it causes a light to flash and 
create a new reality. Our brains will go into a deep level of sleep as we are pulled back 
into Oneness with the original creation point of Source, the Idea, the Thought, the 
Intention and the Manifestation of the New Idea. 
 
The body will always be held in tact within the field of God Source. However, at the 
same time, we will disappear for nano seconds at a time to realign in the new idea. 
 
I have noticed that every day I feel like a much higher renewed self full of higher 
understanding. It is like a daily ascension.  
 
God creates each idea within a sphere of hydroplasm. There is a cloud of hydrolaise 
which is first frozen and then warmed into various chemical structures of light and 
sound. The blue print of the idea is simultaneously created at all levels of manifestation 
from hertizian, to infra red, to visible, invisble light, x ray and gamma wave. This means 
the invisible, etheric reality of the thought of God is manifest at the same instant that the 
new body flashes on in the dimension that will be in our new perception. 
 
The Guardian Alliance has given us the complete explanation of this metamorphasis that 
is taking place in our bodies. The ascension process is both instantaneous and 
prolonged. It is happening continuously. We are actually in a dream state and our bodies 
are flashing on and off all of the time. The way the Beings at a higher level see it is like 



this: the body goes into lucid dreaming, psychedelic sleep, the body shuts down the 
desire to eat and the bowel and urinary functions are shut down. There is a prolonged 
chemical change in the body. I have experienced all of these symptoms except the 
desire to eat seems to grow much stronger than shutting down. It could be that I'm going 
through an opposite response than my parallel self, who doesn't want to eat. In reality - 
the higher reality that the Higher Self sees, we are always in a lucid dreaming state. We 
are always creating reality through our dreams. We are always living in a light body that 
looks like a painted mandalla from a higher state. This process that is seen from above 
takes place each nano second. So, the awakening to the new reality is taking place 
each nano second. When we don't manifest a new thought, nothing changes. If we keep 
manifesting the same thought, nothing changes. That's why it seems like nothing is 
changing, even though we are actually ascending and changing constantly from a light 
perspective. 
 
When we do start dreaming the realities, we will first notice something different about 
our bodies, the way we feel and look, our hopes and desires will have completely 
changed. We will know we are becoming a Christ as our Ego seems to melt away more 
and more each day.  We will know we have become the mind of God manifest. We will 
open our eyes on to a new reality because our perception will have been completely 
translated into the ability to see the visible where it seems to be invisible now. I'm getting 
the first stages of this by seeing the light bodies of trees flashing on and off, new rays of 
light that used to be invisble to me, I see flowers appearing to be blue that used to be 
purple. I can see myself as the blue sphere in the mirror. 
 
The skeletal structure of each cell will be disolved and then a new imprint of the 12 
coded divine blue print with replace it from the etheric omni level. The cells will be filled 
with liquid hydrogel pre substance. This called the Idea Cloud of Substnace. This is the 
first manifest substnace of Source. This is the point that we return completely to Source 
to be reborn. It isn't like we fly through the air. It is all done within our bodies at the 
etheric imprint level. The 12 DNA is the divine coded imprint. 
 
 The old DNA will still exist - but with a new imprint placed upon it by the mind of God. 
The new imprint will manifest as a new body. The body is made from a chip of light or 
the breath of God breathed to create a spark. This creates a hologram or a dot matrix 
body. The hydroplasma and hydrolaise and hydrogelaisic chemical interactions with light 
and sound create a new form in space. That new form is imprinted upon the tissue of the 
body. The carbules in the soma of each DNA begin to fire a new reality from the synaptic 
cleff. 
 
 
 
What will happen? 
 
I have been seeing these steps of transformation in my dreams eventhough they would 
not be known without the dreams. I have seen my body turn into a garment of white light 
as I walked through the door of the seventh temple in the 15th dimension. I have seen 
myself dancing in a rainbow in the sky. I've also seen myself surrounded in a circle by 



12 bodies and then another circle of 12 bodies representing the alignment of my souls 
and oversouls. I could see each one of their faces clearly. 
I walked through a stone wall into a stone covered area where I collected a new 
consciousness and then the door opened on the other side and I was given a new body 
and a new wardrobe. 
I entered into Sun Alcyone and disappeared and then appeared in a jungle of huge 
flowers that began to sing to me. 
I was the same me, but I had my DNA reprogrammed to see an entirely different reality. 
The old ideas, the old ego melted away and was transmutted into the mind of God. 
 
I became reprogrammed with the divine blue print. The dot matrix body had a new 
program written into it. My old mind became completely empty and the mind of Source 
replaces the old ideas. 
 
All of that happens in a nano second over and over again. That is how my dreams are. I 
see these things over and over and over again all night long. 
 
I see myself becoming more in control of my body and desires are manifesting faster 
than before. 
 
These images that I see in my dreams are the realities that are taking place in my body. 
We are completely unaware that these things are going on because we are flashing on 
and off every nano second and we don't even know it. 
 
Soon, we will  begin the fun part of activating our 5DNA, manifesting, orbing, walking on 
water and all of that fun stuff. 
 
 
 
Our NORMAL DNA template (the one that existed before Seals and pins and rods were 
placed in our bodies to place them into dormancy) is made of 12 sets of two strands or 
12 double helix strands. Each strand contains 12 fire letters that are intended to 
chemically translate into 12 larger chromosones per strand template for a total of 144 
chromosones. Basically, what scientist have called junk DNA is just sleeping, and will be 
woken by the interdimensional frequency activations such as the photon belt, the 
starbursts, the scalar wave patterns. 
 
Please note that the 12 DNA is subharmonic, meaning it is etheric, invisible. It lives 
within the omnions and microtubules of the DNA. Our bodies are much more than the 
physical temple. We have an etheric body within this one, and a light body and crystal 
body around us and within our merkaba bodies that are universal and cosmic. Once we 
learn to consciously live within these merkaba bodies and learn to raise the frequencies 
of the physical into the light frequencies, the body will become orb ready. 
 
The presubstance of our bodies is the crystal light, crystal gel and crystal dust that the 
Elohim angels taught me create through my etheric body and exhale through my breath 
into my palms. It is presubstance idea of liquid hydrogel. It is called hydros. It is the first 



radiation substance coming from the hydrogelesaic hydro crystals or the crystal gel. This 
is the substance that we can breathe into manifestation. This is how creation has always 
been in the Normal Reality. This Idea that is created from crystal light passes through 
the liquid hydrogen gel pre substance state of the idea and then translates into the 
manifest substance of frozen liquid crystal light dust. This is the primordial waters 
Thought. It is the presound or acoustic template that translates the thought into the 
frequency signature or infra sound hydro acoustic template. The manifestation is born 
from the light and sound that is breathed into form. 
Next the infra sound frozen liquid vapour hydro acoustic templates and the core seed 
crystals combine and expand outward to become the hydro acoustic infra sound creation 
bubble in which the Spirit, the Light and Atomic Bodies will grow. This is the creation 
embryo. 
 
THE REAL DNA 
 
If you would like to know the scientific and quantum physics reality of what our DNA will 
look like, and how the transformation from our present two or three strands will transform 
into 12 DNA, the following is available for you to absorb for now, and understand after 
your 12 DNA has been activated to the level where you can actually understand what 
has happened to you. It only seems right that you should be allowed to know what is 
about to happen to your body if you would like to know. 
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Presently this information is known by everyone else in the universe except those of us 
on Earth who are not body templates for Illuminati Races. Billions of Entities know about 
this procedure and that it is about to happen to those of us on planet Earth. It is no 
secret to those minds who are connected in high places. 
 
OUR NORMAL DNA 
 
Each of the twelve chromosones  characteristic to each strand of 12 strand angelic 
human chemical DNA is built upon a genetic alphabet of 12 nuclear tied base chemicals. 
Each of the 12 chromosones per strand are formed by one primary DNA template grand 
fire letter. The chemical translation of the natural chromosone is formed through the 
energetic relationships between the magnetic particle base code, the one electrical anti 
particle excelleration code and the 12 minute vector codes that form the structure of one 
keylon in the DNA fire letter in the DNA template. Each of the 12 DNA strand templates 
holds a set of 12 keylons, a set of 12 base acceleration code pairs and a set of 144 
vector codes. The 12 magnetic base codes in each strand NORMALLY emerge from the 
mother line and the 12 electric codes emerge from the fathers genertic imprint. 
 
The base code acceleration pair that forms one keylon in the DNA template through 
which one natural chromosone will emerge forms the two sugar phosphate molecule 
groups that translate into the two heli of the chemical DNA ladder. 



 
OUR DORMANT DNA 
 
12 DNA is dormant  and its potential has been held within the vector codes until the 
DNA encounters specific types of interdimensional frequency spectra such as that 
contained in star gates. Interface with higher dimensional frequencies causes the electro 
magnetic polarity in certain vector codes to naturally reverse, causing the vector code 
blue prints to merge at which time the turnstile DNA sequence is turned on in chemical 
validity. 
 
TIME VECTOR CODES OF TRINITY WAVE 
 
We are being moved into a time wave that gives us the potential of three sets of 12 
DNA.  
This three fold process of time wave processing will provide three times the ability of 
activating bio frequency consciousness, flame thrust, expediated seed atom, merkaba 
and atomic spin rates. 
 
We will have 48 DNA activated and we will be able to pass in and out of this universe 
into harmonic universe two and back again if we desire. 
 
KEYS OF ASCENSION Based on the Silicate Matrix of 12 
Crystalai 
 
A keylon is the base element of the chemical structure in the silicate based star 
substance reality system. Therefore the complete science of the new reality is called 
Keylontic Science. It is the science explaining the Krystic System of 12. The Base 12 is 
the Dimension of Krystic Consciousness. The Universal Consciousness contains 
spheres 10,11 and 12 and the Cosmic Consciousness contains 13,14,15. 
We must always go one step above to activate the key below, so we must to into 
Cosmic Consciousness in order to activate the 12 base consciousness or Universal 
Consciousness. 
 
The turnstile DNA sequences in each nuclear tied base pair of each gene within every 
chromosone allows for the particles and anti particles within the 12 vector codes in each 
keylon  to fuse. When the turnstile DNA sequence turns on in one group of 12 
corresponding nuclear tied base pairs the bae code, an acceleration code within the 
corresponding fire letters and keylon codes merge to form a minute micro merkaba field. 
As the micro merkaba field activates in the DNA template keylon through activation of 
the turnstile sequence, the turnstile sequence draws together infusion into the hydrogen 
bonds the 12 nuclear tide base pairs. Through the hydrogen bonds, the 12 hydrogen 
based pairs merge to form a new composit silica based compound known by emerald 
covenant races as bio chemical celestilline. Through the hydrogen bonds, the micro 
merkaba field activates in the DNA. 
 
THE CELLESTINE PROPHECY 
 



There is a book that was written in 1993 called the Celestine Prophecy. There were 
some very BASIC INSIGHTS to reality in that book. 
 
I am going to give you some DEEP INSIGHTS about the real CELLESTILINE, which is 
the magical substance of our transformation. 
 
The Guardian Races have given the spelling as CELLESTILINE for this magical 
substance.  
 
MAGICAL CELLESTILINE (This word is not in the dictionary so I don't know how to spell 
it. All of this information is transcribed as I hear it, so many words may be mispelled or 
out of order. This is not a channeling. It is the information that is taught to us in the 
fourteenth dimension when we bi-locate.) 
According to everything that I do understand at this point in time, cellestiline is the 
etheric equivalent to hydrolaise. Hydrolaise is a 14th dimensional substance that is 
transforming our chemical structure from within. 
 
Cellestiline is a bio chemical transient silica based bio chemical that forms first within 
hydrogen bond pairs that link the nuclear tied bases of each Heli to form the Nuclear 
tield base pair ladder rungs that hold the wo super phosphate hali into the double helix 
configuration; 
 
Cellestiline is the chemical of atomic transmutation. It is the natural chemical product 
that forms in the chemical DNA through activation of the turnstile DNA sequences within 
the hydrogen bonds. when the particles and antiparticles in the DNA vector codes fuse 
to transform the acceleration code pair of each keylon into an electro magnetic merkaba 
field. Cellestilline turns on the intron DNA sequences (the junk DNA between active 
sequences) in individual genes allowing the intron sequences in the smallest gene to 
duplicate the exon sequenes in the next larger gene transmutting the smaller gene into a 
copy of the larger one. 
 
This process allows the 12 primary genes exon sequences and 12 corresponding intron 
sequences in a single natural chromosone to fuse into one long gene exon intron 
sequence that is the replica of the gene exon intron sequence of the next largest 
chromosone. 
 
If the DNA template is working properly once the first segment of turnstile DNA is 
activated ,the first set of corresponding nuclear tied base pairs fuse to form celestilline 
within the nuclear tide base pair hydrogen bonds, an incredibly rapid chain reaction 
occurs in the DNA template and chemical DNA in a nano second. 
 
CONTINUE AT: 
 
YOU MAY ONLY WANT TO KNOW THESE SPECIFICS IF YOU ARE A NANO 
SCIENTIST 
 
 



I transcribed this information from the Winds of Change DVD from Azurite Press. This 
was given by the Guardian Alliance. 
 
The gene extron intron sequences in chromosone one transmute and replicate those 
within chromosone 2 triggering chromosone 2 to initiate the same process in 
chromosone three, etc. Once the set of twelve natual chromosones corresponding to 
one DNA strand template fire a sufficient amount of cellestilline is built up in the 
chemical DNA to trigger the same process in the next DNA strand template. As each 
portion of the turnstille DNA activates in each chromosone in each DNA dtrand template 
and chemical DNA ladder triggered by the production of cellestilline from the 
chromosones of the strand before yet another type of yet un identified chemical DNA 
sequences called interface DNA sequences emerge. 
 
a sufficient amount of DNA is produced by the activation of the turnstille sequences in 
each gene and chromosone of the first three DNA strand template, new sequence sof 
chemical interface DNA sequences appear first between each chromosone. Cellestiline 
production continues and accelerates in the DNA adn cell nuclus. As the interface DNA 
sequences link teogether and merge the 12 natural chromosones from each of the first 
DNA strand templates .this forms what is called a bonded chromosone. 
 
A group of 12 specific full chromosones bonded together  through the activated 
interface DNA sequence to form one super chromosone in the bonded chromosone. AS 
the 12 previously separate chromosones from the previously separate pre DNA strands 
merge to form three coded chromosones, the second serves as an interface DNA 
sequences form between each of the three bonded chromosones. This begins the 
process of DNA strand braiding. In DNA strand braiding, the two heli of the chemical 
DNA sequences corresponding to double helix double strand template one. They de 
polaraize and merge into a transient, singular electrical antiparticle helix called the 
conjugant fountain. 
 
Conjugant refers to a passing of a chemical DNA sequence that emerges from one 
strand templae into braiding or bonding with a correcsponding DNA sequence emerging 
from a strand template that is next in sequence with the dimensional scale. The term 
phantom refers to the fact that in this process of strand braiding or strand conjugation, 
the DNA strand sequence being transformed appears to unravel in structure as it de 
polarizes to form a single antim particle heli. As the DNA sequence de polarizes and 
seemingly de manifests from its original position in DNA channel, it leaves behind a 
transiet or temporary imprint or phantom of its former structure within the chemical DNA 
sequence from which it was transformed.  
 
Once formed, the conjugant phantom single de polarized electical heli then electrically 
magnetically bonds to the  hydrogen bonds of the magnetic particle heli of the chenical 
DNA sequence corresponding to the strand two template.As the chemical DNA 
sequences corresponding to DNA strand template one and two bond in the same 
process is set in motion between dNA strand two and three.  
 
As the levels of cellestiline continue to increase a critical mass of cellestilline is 



manufactured within the hydrogen bonds to sufficiently transfer the blue print from the 
cell nuclei into the cells as chemical instructions for production of highly complex amino 
acid proteins. The new protein buidling blocks produce a variety of different chemical, 
horomonal cellestilline carriers. Through te hormone cellestilline carriers cellesitilline 
blue print, it is transferred into the blood stream and all chemical, hormonal systems of 
the brain and body. As the cellestilline blue print enters the blood and hormonal 
systems, a rapid succession of the bio chemical changes occur within the glands, 
organs, nervous system, brain and blood.  
 
Briefly, the cellestilline blue print causes chemical elemental interactions to occur within 
the nucleus of red blood cells and within certain fluid and hormonal secretions. The 
chemical, elemental interactions between specific body fluids and the cellestilline blue 
print in the body cells cause the temporary formations of minute blood CRYSTALS 
HORMONE CRYSTALS AND TRANSMUTATION and crystalization of portions of the 
bodies water molecules into a silica like, radioactive crystalline element called cellesma. 
Cellesmiac crystal is a transient, superliminal transharmonic element. The spin rate of 
cellesma atoms is faster than the speed of light, and making the substance superliminal, 
and it cannot be chemically split into simple substances which qualify it as an element. 
 
Cellesma forms only through the process of internal nuclear fusion between specific 
particles and anti particles pairs that form two separate three dimensional systems 
matter densities or harmonics of matter density. Thus the element cellesmia is trans 
harmonic. 
 
The element cellesmia is itself transient in that it breaks down the unstable sub 
atomic units shortly after its formation during the cellular transformation process, 
but it leaves behind a phantom residue after a biological form has completed its 
physical transformation out of density one. 
 
The formation of the minute blood homrone and cellesmia crystal within the body 
indicates that the quantity of cellestilline blue print transported by the chemical hormona 
cellestilline carriers has reached the critical mass within the body cells through the 
process of internal atomic fusion and molecular transmutation will commence. 
 
As the cellestilline blue print reaches critical mass through the blood and hormonal 
flumes and a critical mass of hormonal, blood and cellesma crystals form, the atomic 
structure of the body enters the phase of metamorphesis. 
 
The minute, interdimensional atomic structure of the chemical cellestilline is compossed 
of a set of complex, staggered, particle, anti particle subatomic units that are different 
phases of  a chemicals very short life resembles both waves and particles. 
 
In either phase, the subatomic units of which cellestilline is composed have spin rates 
faster than the sepeed of light, which makes the atomic structure of cellestilline 
superliminal. As cellestilline has an atomic structure hat moves faster than the speed of 
light, the chemical itself cannot be observed, by the present means of detection, but the 
effects of its existence upon the atomic structure can be chemically observed under the 



appropriate conditions. 
 
The positive and negative electric charges inherent to the protons, the usual behavior 
electrons and protons is altered changed upon interface with sufficient quantities of 
cellestilline. 
 
The neutrons in the cell nucleus, which usually bear no charge, take on a brief transient 
negative charge that corresponds to the sound wave spectrum of the dimension above 
that in which the interface is taking place. The fleeting negative neutron charge is 
stronger than the cumulative positive charge of the photons in the nucleus which causes 
the protons to reverse their charge and turn into electrons in the nucleus cell. 
 
This interaction in the cell nucleus cause the negatively charge cells outside the nucleus 
to reverse their charge to positive becoming protons which are drawn into the nucleus 
through the negative neutrons. As this occurs the cellestilline enters its brief super 
liminal particle phas causing the negative neutrons to reverse their own charge to 
positive. 
 
As these electrical interactions are occuring in an almost simultaneous order in each 
body cell, the protons and electrons of the cells merge and fuse in a very specific 
sequence wihin their corresponding anti particles as their own charge and own axis spin 
angle and rate spin speed reverses to duplicate that of their anti particles. When 
particles and anti particles fuse within each cell they do not anhihilate each other as 
would be the case without cellestilline presence and its fusion sequencing instructions 
that are set and directed by the superliminal cellestiline blue prints through te neutrons 
the particle anti particle packages electrically bind to the super liminal cellestiline 
particles . The super cellestiline particle sthen revert to wave phase transmuiting the 
particle anti particles package also into wave form. The cellestiline chemical creates a 
super liminal carrier wave known as the cellestilline wave or morphogenetic wave or the 
maharic wave with which the particle anti particle packages are suspended. 
 
Due to the cellestilline sequencing directives which allow the particle anti particle 
package in the nucleus to electrically bond, to the super liminal cellestiline particle the 
fused particles and anti particles temporarily enter density four. 
 
Dimension 12 pre mater as minute columna scalar wave a state of suspended 
electromagnetism known as hydroplasmic liquid light. 
 
Entering the hydroplasma liquid light state allows the fused particle anti particles to 
retain their original form blue print in the form of a scalar grid template. Portions of the 
cells atomic structure that were not drawn into the nucleus which can now fully bond to 
the cellestillin in its superliminal particle phase. 
 
Undergo particle anti particle fusion in the commonly identified matter, experiencing 
anhilation of the original form. 
Upon anhilation, the particles and anti particles break down to form transient, minute 
,radiactive particle waves called tracers. 



Which are composed of photons and residual muons, lighter elementary LETONS AND 
NUTRINO PARTICLES AND ALSO MISONS WHICH ARE SUBATOMIC HYDROGEN 
UNITS MADE OF TWO QUARKS. 
In the nano moments before full transmutation of the body, a phantom cellesmiac 
residue is  excreted from the body cells and leaves a blue powder on the skin. 
 
This tangible residue is the compound substance made of the celesmiac and muon bi 
product left by body cells This fine crystalline is cellestron residue a temporary 
radioactive bi product 
 
 
CELESTINE 
When proton and electron particles and anti particles fuse following the impeccably 
perfect sequences and correspondences that are set and directed by celestian blue 
prints via neutrons the particle antiparticle packages electrically bind to the superliminal 
celestiline particles. The super luminal celestiiline particles then revert to wave phase 
transmutting the particle anti particles packages also into wave form. 
 
The celestine chemical creates the superliinal wave known as the celestiline waves or 
morphogenetic wave or manahric wave. Within which the particle anti particle packages 
are suspended. Due to the celestine sequencing directives that allow the particle anti 
particle packages in the nucleus to electrically bond to the superliminal celestiline 
particle. The fused particles and anti particles temporarily enter the density four. 
 
Dimensional 12 prematter as minute columna scalar waves, a state of suspended 
magnetism known as hydroplasmic liquid light. Entering the hydroplasmic liquid state 
allows the fused particles and anti particles to retain their original form blue print. In the 
form of a scalar grid template. Portions of the cells atomic structure that were not drawn 
into the nucleus which cannot fully bond to the celestiline. Superliminal particle phase 
under go particle anti particle fusion in the commonly identified matter. Experiencing 
anihilation of their original form. Upon anihilation the particles and anti particles break 
down to form transient, minute radio active particle waves called tracers which are 
composed fo photons and residual muons - lighter elementary leton neutrino particles 
and subatomic hydrons made of two quarks. 
 
In the nano moments before full transmutation of the body a phantom celesmiac residue 
of the celesma element is escreted from the body cells and passed out of the body skin 
as crystaline liquid just before bodily demanifestation. The celesmiac residue turns to 
extremely fine bluish green crystaline powder upon contact with atmospheres oxygen. 
 
The pure celesmiac residue is a blueish white powder. This is the substance that the 
Fallen Races harvested from the Human Angelic to allow them to gain 6DNA and 
ascend. 
 
As the body completes transmutation, the residual muons neutrons and photons left 
behind from portions of the cells that didn't enter the fusion with the celestian wave. 
These bond to the atoms of the celesmiac residue turning the blueish white powder to a 



whitish yellow grey hue. The tangible residue left behind by a body that has undergone 
atomic transmutation is a substance made of the celesmatic residue and the photon 
muon mison bi product left behind by the body cells themselves  
This fine crystalline whitish yellow grey powder is technically called cellestron. Cellestron 
powder is a temporarily radioactive chemical compound by product composed of bonded 
silica carbon hydrogen and several methoaloid organic to the cellesmiac residue. To 
which the muons or miasms remaining from portions of the body cells that did not 
transmute are bound. 
 I transcribed this information from the Winds of Change DVD from Azurite Press. This 
was given by the Guardian Alliance. 
 
 
INDIGOS 144 subharmonics 
 
We are being moved into a time wave that gives us the potential of three sets of 12 
DNA.  
This three fold process of time wave processing will provide three times the ability of 
activating bio frequency consciousness, flame thrust, expediated seed atom, merkaba 
and atomic spin rates. 
 
We will have 48 DNA activated and we will be able to pass in and out of this universe 
into harmonic universe two and back again if we desire. That is the basic time travel 
requirement of going back and forth. Only Indigos will be allowed to do this. 
 
Once there are 12 subharmonics on each of the double helix of the two DNA strands, 
then the rapid transormation of CORRECT STRANDING BEGINS. Then the third DNA 
and Fourth DNA strands obtaining 96 subharmonics and then we go all the way to the 
6DNA with 144 subharmonics. 
 
There are many of these children on Earth at this time who have 144 subharmonics 
activated. That is why they can help activate the same in all other human angelics as 
well as other Indigos on Earth. 
 
This formula only applies to INDIGOS on Earth. Most Human Angelics will only have 12 
subharmonics per DNA strand because they don't develop their at one ment with their 
Spiritual Twin. 
 
The meaning of 48 DNA would mean the activation of 4DNA in human angelics. 96 DNA 
Indigos have a double set of subharmonics because they at one with their spiriutal self. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


